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Press release / 7 August 2019 
 
ImPulsTanz 2019: A last weekend of dancing, celebrating and honouring 
 
The ImPulsTanz – Vienna International Dance Festival is coming to an end and the final weekend is approaching. For the 
last time, the mumok and Leopold Museum provide their floors for contemporary dance and performance, the Kasino 
am Schwarzenbergplatz opens its doors for the B-Side Party and the [8:tension] Series culminates in the Award 
Ceremony of the ImPulsTanz – Young Choreographers’ Award. 
 
At Leopold Museum, [8:tension] artist Perel addresses topics such as consent, control, care, intimacy and pain in her fragile 
piece Pain Threshold on 8th and 10th August as well as in an additional performance on 11th August. On 8th August, director 
César Vayssié, who has already shown two short films with Boris Charmatz at Leopold Museum, presents his film Ne 
travaille pas (1968–2018) – a non-verbal portrait of the events of the world linked to the everyday life of a couple – at 
mumok cinema. As well on 8th and again on 10th August, Simone Aughterlony, Petra Hrašćanec and Saša Božić go on a 
modern odyssey accompanied by live music by Hahn Rowe in Compass at Kasino am Schwarzenbergplatz. Two more times 
– on 8th and 9th August – God’s Entertainment presents their socio-critical interpretation of Tarzan at Zacherlfabrik. On 8th 
August, Jonathan Burrows shows the additional performance of his very first solo work at Leopold Museum: Rewriting. And 
the [8:tension] artists nasa4nasa transform the mumok into a S(q)uash court on 8th (add-on), 9th and 10th (add-on) August. 
 
On the last festival Friday, on 9th August, Ivo Dimchev invites the audience to his [ImPulsTanz Classic], his charming Selfie 
Concert, at Leopold Museum. On 11th August smartphones will be needed again. The Russian choreographer Tatiana 
Chizhikova will present three solos to the sounds of musician Roman Kutnov as last performance in the [8:tension] Young 
Choreographers’ Series 2019 on 9th and 11th August at Schauspielhaus: Time to Time. It’s also time to dance on 9th August at 
the final ImPulsTanz Party of the year at Kasino am Schwarzenbergplatz. With a concert by Catnapp and Dalia Ahmed and 
Spinelly on the turntables. 
 
The 242 workshops at ImPulsTanz are also all about dancing – and so is the concluding Workshop Showing 
«expressions’19» on 10th August at the workshop centre Arsenal, where teachers and their students show what they have 
learned and worked on in the past few weeks. Admission is free. Afterwards, the choreographer Helene Weinzierl and her 
Compagnie Laroque initiate their supposedly harmless performance AS FAR AS WE ARE, which tests the boundaries 
between audience and dancers as well as those of each individual. Also on 10th August and in an additional show on 11th 
August, Dana Michel, awarded with the Silver Lion for Innovative Dance at the Biennale di Venezia 2017, becomes a sex 
educator in CUTLASS SPRING at Odeon. Johannes Odenthal presents his latest book – PASSAGEN – Dancer Koffi Kôkô and 
the West-African Philosophy of the Vodun at Schauspielhaus on 10th August, at free admission, featuring dance and musical 
improvisations by Koffi Kôkô and Manos Tsangaris. In an additional performance on 10th August, Annie Dorsen invites the 
audience once again to join her Spokaoke, this time at Volx/Margareten, with speeches from Daenerys Targaryen to Dalai 
Lama. 
 
The last day of the festival, 11th August, starts with the second screening of the music video programme Collapse at 
mumok, which refers to the current exhibitions Pattern and Decoration and Vertigo. The evening is dedicated to young 
choreography: The ImPulsTanz – Young Choreographers’ Award, launched in 2018, supported by Mikme and endowed 
with 5.000 euro and an Artistic Residency, will be presented at Kasino am Schwarzenbergplatz. Nominated are the twelve 
productions of the [8:tension] Series. The winner will be chosen by the performer Steven Cohen, curator Nastya 
Proshutinskaya and ImPulsTanz guest Gabriele Coura. Host of the Award Ceremony is FM4 moderator Riem Higazi. Visual 
artist and choreographer Philipp Gehmacher designed the prize sculpture. Admission is free, with counting card. The day 
and the festival end musically: The triple Bessie Award winner Hahn Rowe gives one of his rare concerts at Kasino am 
Schwarzenbergplatz and The P’s traditionally play the closing party of the ImPulsTanz Festival Lounge at Burgtheater 
Vestibül with DJ support from Pezo Fox and Rawkat. 


